
STAIRWAY AND DUSTY MEDICINE BAG

Stairway and dusty medicine bag. Flatline is a case featured in criminal case as the seventh case of the conspiracy
(season 5) and the two-hundred thirty-eighth.

However a scream that shook the house quickly made her realise that this was much more serious. Having
used up a lot of our allotted time already, we went to work giving Foday his medications. A few Sierra
Leonean staff double-checked us as we donned our suits. He ran his fingers through the non-existent hair on
his head. Apparently just keeping memories in my head is not even safe anymore. By our second round in the
afternoon, Foday was looking worse. In Tamarindo the other night, my friend and I were out for some light
shopping and fish tacos. Paul, get Susan. In the bed next to Foday lay year-old Abass. I step over to a full
length mirror leaned against the wall and slowly, carefully unzip my suit and then pull the hood back off of
my head. We paused to listen. The most beautifully, exquisite tones singing a lullaby to my tender heart. The
Suspect patients who have Ebola symptoms but have not yet had a positive test are divided between those who
have dry symptoms fever, headache, hiccups, weakness, etc and those who have wet symptoms vomiting,
diarrhea, and bleeding. Fever is an early sign of Ebola, and we want to be sure that no one entering the Green
Zone might be contagious. When my team of four clinicians entered the Suspect Wet ward, we found Foday
curled in bed in his own waste. Joe rolled his eyes. At some point he decided he was done putting up with all
of these white-suited monsters poking at him, so he rolled over and tried to stand up, clearly agitated and
confused. The numbers we hear on the news are people, every one of them just as important as us and our
families. The Red Zone is designed to flow from lowest to highest risk, so the first ward we came to was
Suspect. Since one of our patients had just been confirmed Ebola positive this morning, we would need to
move him from Suspect to the Confirmed Ward. I seem to be one of the lucky ones who is surprised when our
time is up, and I come out of my PPE almost as dry as I went in while others emerge with their scrubs a shade
darker from top to bottom with sweat. With no time left, we had to leave it for the next round of clinicians.
Maya shook her head. Back to the chlorine station to wash my gloves for another minute. Then it was time to
don our PPE. That boy was just like a lanky sponge. Letting go of my carefulness and limitations. She looked
down to see a piece of wood sticking into her ankle. Dried blood was caked all over his nose and mouth. And
what can I do about it? He assumes that every surface is contaminated with Ebola. Today it became real for
me. He then sprays the whole front of my suit, and then asks me to turn around so he can spray the back. Then
I joined the rest of my team in the donning room, the last stop before we entered the Red Zone. Maforki ETU
belongs to the Sierra Leonean government, unlike many Ebola centers that were constructed from the ground
up by the nonprofits that came to run them.


